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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we obtain some results on fixed points of expansion type mapping in intuitionistic fuzzy metric space. Our 
results are the intuitionistic fuzzy version of some fixed point theorems for expansion type mappings on different metric 
spaces. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Atanassove  [2] introduced and studied the 
concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a generalization of 
fuzzy sets. In 2004, Park[5] defined the notion of 
intuitionistic fuzzy metric space with the help of 
continuous t-norms and continuous t-conorms. Recently, 
in 2006, Alaca et al.[1] using the idea of Intuitionistic 
fuzzy sets, defined the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space with the help of continuous t-norm and 
continuous t-  conorms as a generalization of fuzzy 
metric space due to Kramosil and Michalek[3] . In this 
paper, we obtain some results on fixed points of 
expansion type mapping in intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. Our results are the intuitionistic fuzzy version of 
some fixed point theorems for expansion type mappings 
on different metric spaces. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The concepts of triangular norms (t-norms) and 
triangular conorms (t-conorms) are known as the 
axiomatic skelton that we use are characterization fuzzy 
intersections and union respectively. These concepts 
were originally introduced by Menger [4] in study of 
statistical metric spaces. 
Definition 2.1. [6]  A binary operation * : [0,1]×[0,1] 
→  [0,1] is continuous t-norm if  *    satisfies  the 
following conditions: 
(i) * is commutative and associative; 
(ii) * is continuous; 
(iii) a * 1 = a for all  [0,1] a∈ ; 
(iv) a * b ≤ c * d  whenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d for all 
, , , [0,1] abcd∈ . 
Definition 2.2. [6] A binary operation ◊ : [0,1]×[0,1] → 
[0,1] is continuous t-conorm if  ◊ satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) ◊ is commutative and associative; 
(ii) ◊ is continuous; 
(iii) a ◊ 0 = a for all  [0,1] a∈ ; 
(iv)  a ◊ b  ≤ c ◊ d  whenever a ≤ c and b ≤ d for all 
, , , [0,1] abcd∈ . 
        Alaca et al. [1] using the idea of Intuitionistic 
fuzzy sets, defined the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space with the help of continuous t-norm and 
continuous t-conorms as a generalization of fuzzy metric 
space due to Kramosil and Michalek [3] as : 
Definition 2.3. [1] A 5-tuple (X, M, N, *, ◊) is said to be 
an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space  if X is an arbitrary 
set, * is a continuous t-norm, ◊ is a continuous t-conorm 
and M, N are fuzzy sets on X
2×[0, ∞)  satisfying  the 
following conditions: 
(i) M(x, y, t) + N(x, y, t) ≤ 1 for all  , xy X ∈  and t > 0; 
(ii) M(x, y, 0) = 0 for all  , xy X ∈ ; 
(iii) M(x, y, t) = 1 for all  , xy X ∈  and t > 0 if and only 
if x = y; 
(iv) M(x, y, t) = M(y, x, t) for all  , xy X ∈ and t > 0; 
(v)  M(x, y, t) * M(y, z, s)  ≤  M(x, z, t +  s) for all   
,, xyz X ∈  and s, t > 0; 
(vi) for all  , xy X ∈ , M(x, y, .) : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] is left 
continuous; 
(vii) lim ( , , ) 1
t M xyt
→∞ = for all  , xy X ∈ and t > 0; 
(viii) N(x, y, 0) = 1 for all  , xy X ∈ ; 
(ix) N(x, y, t) = 0 for all  , xy X ∈ and t > 0 if and only 
if x = y; 
(x) N(x, y, t) = N(y, x, t) for all  , xy X ∈ and t > 0; 
(xi)N(x, y, t) ◊   N(y, z, s) ≥  N(x, z, t +  s)  for all 
,, xyz X ∈  and s, t > 0; 
(xii) for all  , xy X ∈ , N(x, y, .) : [0, ∞)→[0, 1] is right 
continuous; 
(xiii) lim ( , , ) 0
t Nxyt
→∞ = for all  , xy X ∈ . 
Then (M, N) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space 
on X. The functions M(x, y,t) and N(x, y, t)denote the 
degree of nearness and the degree of non-nearness 
between x and y w.r.t.  t respectively. 
 
Remark 2.1: [1] Every fuzzy metric space (X, M, *) is 
an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space of the form (X, M, 1-
M, *, ◊) such that t-norm * and t-conorm ◊ are associated 
as 
  x ◊ y = 1-((1-x) * (1-y)) for all  , xy X ∈ . 
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Remark 2.2: [1] In intuitionistic fuzzy metric space (X, 
M, N, *,  ◊),  M(x, y, *) is non-decreasing and N(x, y, ◊) 
is non-increasing for all  , xy X ∈ . 
Alaca, Turkoglu and Yildiz [1] introduced the following 
notions: 
Definition 2.4:[1] Let (X, M, N, *, ◊) be an intuitionistic 
fuzzy metric space. Then 
(a) a sequence {xn} in X is said to be Cauchy sequence 
if, for all t > 0 and p > 0, 
    limn→∞M(xn+p, xn, t) = 1  and   limn→∞N(xn+p, xn, t) = 0. 
(b) a sequence {xn} in X is said to be convergent to a 
point x∈X if, for all t > 0, 
    limn→∞M(xn, x, t) = 1   and  limn→∞N(xn, x, t) = 0. 
Definition 2.5: [1] An intuitionistic fuzzy metric space 
(X, M, N, *, ◊) is said to be complete if and only if every 
Cauchy sequence in X is convergent. 
Example 2.1: [1] Let X = {1/n : nN ∈  }∪{0} and let 
*  be the continuous t-norm and  ◊  be  the  continuous         
t-conorm defined by a * b = ab and a ◊ b = min{1, a+b} 
respectively, for all  , [0,1] ab ∈ . For each 
(0, ) t∈∞ and  , xy X ∈ , define (M, N) by 
M(x, y, t) = 
t , t > 0,
t+ x-y
0 t=0





     and N(x, y, t) 
=
x-y
, t > 0,
t+ x-y
1 t=0

 


 
 
Clearly, (X, M, N, *,  ◊)  is complete intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space.  
 
3. LEMMA 
The proof of our result is based upon the 
following lemmas of which the first two are due to Alaca 
et al.[1]: 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, M, N, *,  ◊)  be intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space and for all  , xy X ∈ , t > 0 and if for a 
number  1 k >  such that  
M(x, y, kt)   ≤  M(x, y, t) and   N(x, y, kt)  ≥  N(x, y, t) 
Then,  x = y. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (X, M, N, *,  ◊)  be intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space and for all  , xy X ∈ , t > 0 and if for a 
number  1 k > such that  
21 1
21 1
( , , ) ( , , ),
( , , ) ( , , ).
nn nn
nn nn
My y t My yk t
Ny y t Ny y k t
++ +
++ +
≥
≤  
Then {} n y  is a Cauchy sequence in X. 
 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
  
Theorem  4.1:  Let  ( , , ,*, ) XMN ◊   be a complete 
intuitionistic fuzzy metric space and f be a self map of X  
onto itself. There exist  1 k >  such that 
                            
( , , ) ( , , ),
( , , ) ( , , ).
M fx fy kt M x y t
N fx fy kt N x y t
≤
≥
   (1)                                                          
for all ,, xy X ∈  t > 0. Then f has a unique fixed point 
in X. 
Proof:  Let  0 xX ∈   as f is onto, there is an element 
1
10 ( ). xfx
− ∈   In the same way, 
1
1 () nn x fx
−
− ∈  for 
all   n = 2, 3, 4, . . . .  Thus, we get a sequence{} n x .  If  
1 mm xx − =  for some m, then   m x  is a fixed point of   f. 
Now, suppose  1 nn xx − ≠  for all n = 1, 2, … then  it 
follows from (1)  that  for all   n = 2, 3, 4, . . . ., t > 0  
( )
( )
1 1 2 12
1 1 2 12
( , , ) , , ( , , ),
( , , ) , , ( , , ).
nn n n n n
nn n n n n
M x x kt M fx fx kt M x x t
N x x kt N fx fx kt N x x t
+ + + ++
+ + + ++
=≤
=≥
 
By Lemma 3.2, {} n x  is a Cauchy sequence in 
X. As X is complete. Therefore, {} n x   has a limit 
uX ∈ . As f is onto, there is an element vX ∈ such 
that 
1() vfu
− ∈ . Now, 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 11
1 11
( ,, ) ,, , , ( ,,) ,
( ,, ) ,, , , ( ,,)
nn n n
nn n n
M x u kt M fx u kt M fx fv kt M x v t
N x u kt N fx u kt N fx fv kt N x v t
+ ++
+ ++
== ≤
== ≥
 
which gives, as n →∞, we get 
1 (,, ) (,,) ,
0 (,, ) (,,) .
Muuk t Muvt
Nuuk t Nuvt
= ≤
= ≥
  
This gives, u = v = f(v). Therefore, u = v is fixed point of 
f. 
Uniqueness: Let u and w be two fixed points of f. Then 
(1) gives, 
 
( , , ) (, , ) (, ,) ,
( , , ) (, , ) (, ,) .
M fu fw kt M u w kt M u w t
N fu fw kt N u w kt N u w t
= ≤
= ≥
 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, u = w, which shows that u is 
unique fixed point of f. 
 
Theorem  4.2:  Let  ( , , ,*, ) XMN ◊   be a complete 
intuitionistic fuzzy  metric  space with 
* min{ , } a b ab =   and  max{ , } ab ab ◊=   for all 
, [0,1] ab ∈  and f be a self map of X onto itself. There 
exist  1 k >  such that 
                 
( , , ) (, ,) * (, ,) * (, ,) ,
( , , ) (, ,) (, ,) (, ,) .
M fx fy kt M x y t M x fx t M y fy t
N fx fy kt N x y t N x fx t N y fy t
≤
≥◊◊
     (2) 
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for all ,, xy X ∈  t > 0. Then f has a unique fixed point 
in X. 
Proof:  Let  0 xX ∈   as f is onto, there is an element 
1
10 ( ). xfx
− ∈   In the same way, 
1
1 () nn x fx
−
− ∈  for 
all   n = 2, 3, 4 . . .  Thus, we get a sequence{} n x .      If  
1 mm xx − =  for some m, then   m x  is a fixed point of   f. 
Now, suppose  1 nn xx − ≠  for all n = 1, 2, … then  it 
follows from (2)  that  for all   n = 2, 3, 4, . . . ., t > 0  
 
( )
( )
1 1 2 12 1 1 2 2
1 1 2 12 1 1 2 2
( , , ) , , ( , ,) * ( , ,) * ( , ,) ,
( , , ) , , ( , ,) ( , ,) ( , ,) .
n n nn n n nn nn
n n nn n n nn nn
M x x kt M fx fx kt M x x t M x fx t M x fx t
N x x kt N fx fx kt N x x t N x fx t N x fx t
+ ++ + + ++ ++
+ ++ + + ++ ++
=≤
= ≥◊◊
 
 
This gives  
 
        
1 1 21
1 1 21
( , , ) ( , ,) * ( , ,) ,
( , , ) ( , ,) ( , ,) .
nn n n n n
nn n n n n
Mx x k t Mx xt Mx x t
Nx x k t Nx x t Nx x t
+ + ++
+ + ++
≤
≥◊
                         (3) 
 
Now, Suppose 
 
21 1
21 1
( , ,) ( , ,) ,
( , ,) ( , ,) .
nn nn
nn nn
Mx x t Mx xt
Nx x t Nx x t
++ +
++ +
<
>
 
 
Therefore, it follows from (3) that  
1 12
1 12
( , , ) ( , , ),
( , , ) ( , , ).
nn n n
nn n n
Mx x k t Mx x t
Nx x k t Nx x t
+ ++
+ ++
≤
≥
 
Therefore, by lemma  3.1, we have,  1 nn xx + = , a 
contradiction. Hence,  
21 1
21 1
( , ,) ( , ,) ,
( , ,) ( , ,) .
nn nn
nn nn
Mx x t Mx xt
Nx x t Nx x t
++ +
++ +
≥
≤
 
 
Hence, equation (3) gives,  
1 1 11 ( , , ) ( , , ), ( , , ) ( , , ). nn n n nn n n M x x kt M x x t N x x kt N x x t + + ++ ≤≥  
 
 
Therefore, by lemma 3.2, {} n x  is a Cauchy sequence in 
X. As X is complete. Therefore, {} n x  has a limit u in X.  
As f is onto, there is an element vX ∈ such that 
1() vfu
− ∈ . Now, 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 1 1 11
1 1 1 11
( ,, ) ,, , , ( ,,) * ( , ,) * (, ,) ,
( ,, ) ,, , , ( ,,) ( , ,) (, ,) .
n n n n nn
n n n n nn
M x u kt M fx u kt M fx fv kt M x v t M x fx t M v fv t
N x u kt N fx u kt N fx fv kt N x v t N x fx t N v fv t
+ + + ++
+ + + ++
== ≤
= = ≥◊ ◊
 
 
 
which gives, as n →∞, we get 
1 (,, ) (,,) * (,,) * (,,) (,,) ,
0 (,, ) (,,) (,,) (,,) (,,) .
Muuk t Muvt Muut Mvut Muvt
Nuuk t Nuvt Nuut Nvut Nuvt
=≤≤
= ≥ ◊◊≥
 
 
 
This gives, u = v = fv. Therefore, u = v is fixed point of 
f. 
 
Uniqueness: Let u and w be two fixed points of f. Then 
(1) gives, 
 
( , , ) (, , ) (, ,) * (, ,) * ( , ,) ,
( , , ) (, , ) (, ,) (, ,) ( , ,) .
M fu fw kt M u w kt M u w t M u fu t M w fw t
N fu fw kt N u w kt N u w t N u fu t N w fw t
= ≤
= ≥◊◊
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This gives,  
 
(, , ) (, ,) , (, , ) (, ,) . Muwk t Muwt Nuwk t Nuwt ≤≥
 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, u = w, which shows that u is 
unique fixed point of f. 
 
Theorem  4.3:  Let  ( , , ,*, ) XMN ◊   be a complete 
intuitionistic  fuzzy metric space with 
* min{ , } a b ab =   and  max{ , } ab ab ◊=   for all 
, [0,1] ab ∈  and f and g be two self map of X  onto 
itself. There exist  1 k >  such that 
                 
( , , ) (, ,) * (, ,) * (, ,) ,
( , , ) (, ,) (, ,) (, ,) .
M fx gy kt M x y t M x fx t M y gy t
N fx gy kt N x y t N x fx t N y gy t
≤
≥◊◊
(4)                                                                      
for all ,, xy X ∈  t > 0. Then f has a unique fixed point 
in X. 
Proof: Let  0 xX ∈   as f is onto, there is an element 
1
10 ( ). xfx
− ∈  Since, g is onto, there is an element  2 x  
satisfying 
1
21 ( ). x gx
− ∈  In the same way, in general,  
11
21 2 22 21 ( ), ( ) n nn n x fx x gx
−−
+ ++ ∈∈  for all   n = 0,1, 
2, 3, 4, . . . .  Thus, we get a sequence{} n x .  Now, we 
have two cases as follows: 
 
Case- I If   1 mm xx + ≠  for all m = 0,1, 2, … then in this case,  by (3) , we have  for       all  t > 0  
( )
( )
2 21 21 22 21 22 21 21 22 22
2 21 21 22 21 22 21 21 22 22
( , , ) , , ( , ,) * ( , ,) * ( , ,) ,
( , , ) , , ( , ,) ( , ,) ( , ,) .
nn n n n n n n n n
nn n n n n n n n n
Mx x k t M f x gx k t Mx x t Mx f x t Mx f x t
Nx x k t N f x gx k t Nx x t Nx f x t Nx f x t
+ + + ++ + + + +
+ + + ++ + + + +
=≤
= ≥◊◊
 
 
This gives   
2 21 21 22 21 2
2 21 21 22 21 2
( , , ) ( , ,) * ( , ,) ,
( , , ) ( , ,) ( , ,) .
n n nn nn
n n nn nn
Mx x k t Mx x t Mx x t
Nx x k t Nx x t Nx x t
+ ++ +
+ ++ +
≤
≥◊
                               (5) 
 
Now, Suppose  
21 22 21 2 21 22 21 2 ( , ,) ( , ,) , ( , ,) ( , ,) . nn nn nn nn M xxt M xx t N xxt N xx t ++ + ++ + ><  
 
Therefore, it follows from (5) that  
2 21 21 2 2 21 21 2 ( , , ) ( , , ), ( , , ) ( , , ). nn n n nn n n M x x kt M x x t N x x kt N x x t + + ++ ≤≥  
 
Therefore, by lemma 3.1, we have,  2 21 nn xx + = , a contradiction. Hence,  
21 22 21 2 21 22 21 2 ( , ,) ( , ,) , ( , ,) ( , ,) . nn nn nn nn M xxt M xx t N xxt N xx t ++ + ++ + ≤≥  
 
Hence, equation (5) gives,  
2 21 21 22 2 21 21 22 ( , , ) ( , , ), ( , , ) ( , , ). nn n n nn n n M x x kt M x x t N x x kt N x x t + ++ + ++ ≤≥  
Therefore, by lemma 3.2, {} n x  is a Cauchy sequence in X. As, X is complete. Therefore, {} n x  has a limit point in X. As 
2 {} n x  and  21 {} n x +  are sub sequences of{} n x . Therefore,  21 2 , nn x ux u + →→  as n →∞. As f and g are onto 
functions, there exists u and w in X such that 
1() vfu
− ∈  and  
1() wgu
− ∈ . Now, 
 
( )
( )
2 21 21 21 21
2 21 21 21 21
( ,, ) , , ( , ,) * ( , ,) * ( , ,) ,
( ,, ) , , ( , ,) ( , ,) ( , ,) .
n n n nn
n n n nn
M x u kt M fx gw kt M x w t M x fx t M w fw t
N x u kt N fx gw kt N x w t N x fx t N w fw t
+ + ++
+ + ++
=≤
= ≥◊ ◊
 
 
which gives, as n →∞, we get 
1 (,, ) (, ,) * (,,) * ( ,,) (, ,) ,
0 (,, ) (, ,) (,,) ( ,,) (, ,) .
Muuk t Muwt Muut Mwut Muwt
Nuuk t Nuwt Nuut Nwut Nuwt
=≤≤
= ≥ ◊◊ ≥
 
This gives, u = w.  
In the similar pattern, taking x = v and 22 n yx + =  in (5) and proceeds as above, we obtain u = v.  Therefore, u = v = w is 
common fixed point of f and g. 
Uniqueness, directly follows from (5) by taking x = u and y = z. which shows that u is unique common fixed point of f and 
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Case II- If  1 mm xx + =  or  1 mm xx − = , for come m where 
m may be even or odd positive integer. Without any loss 
of generality, Suppose m is an even integer say m = 2p, 
then  21 2 pp xx − =   
i.e.  2 21 2 21 . p p pp gx fx x x −− = ⇒=  Therefore, we have 
2 21 21 ... pp p xx x −+ = = =  
which shows that {} n x  is a convergent sequence and so 
{} n x  is a Cauchy sequence in X. The rest of the proof is 
similar to case-I. This completes the proof.  
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